
Performance
 Thoroughly cleans surfaces from traffic dirt and 

reduces dirt adhesion with regular use

 High dirt absorbing capability and low foaming

 Includes water soluble polymers to leave a non-build-up, dirt-
repellent film on the floor that will be renewed by next cleaning

Efficiency
 Effective in low concentration (from 0,25%) to reduce cleaning costs

 Increase intervals between maintenance cleaning 
and lowering maintenance costs

 Used in spray buffing method, it removes scuff marks, 
repairs floor finish and restores initial gloss

Safety
 Material friendly formulation allows use on 

most water resistant hard floors

 Colour-coded system to ensure the use of the 
right product for the right cleaning task

Certified according to DIN 18032*

HARD FLOOR CLEANER MAXX Indur2

MAXX Indur2
SUPER WETTING HARD FLOOR MAINTAINANCE CLEANER

DE/020/261* For sport halls to improve slip resistance
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PRODUCT ARTICLE No. PACK SIZE

MAXX Indur2  9084420 12 x 1L Bottle

MAXX Indur2  9084440 2 x 5L Bottle

STORAGE CONDITIONS:
Recommended storage temperature between 0 °C and 40 °C.

pH value (100%)

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14

Recommended Customer Areas
 Daily office cleaning, public buildings,  

hospitals, schools, etc.

SPECIAL NOTES / INFORMATION:
Only a small quantity of the product is needed compared to 
normal products. Proper dosage saves costs and minimizes 
environmental impact. 
Test material compatibility in a small inconspicuous area before use.
Position warning signs ‘Attention wet floor’ and leave in  
place until surface is totally dry.
Suitable for use on all emulsion floor finishes and hydrophobic 
surfaces (e.g. polyurethane).
Miscability Certificates available for selected Ecolab  
disinfection products.
For professional use only!
Safety Data Sheet for professional users available on request.
Do not mix with any other product. Keep out of reach of children.

Use Instruction:

25-50ml

25-50ml

10 L

Wetting with ‘classic’ cleaning products Super wetting effect

Super Wetting Technology
 MAXX Indur2 has a super wetting capability and is well 

suited for highly water repellent or porous surfaces.
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SPRAY BUFFING METHOD:

FLOOR CLEANING METHOD:

1. Check hygiene plan for detailed use information.

2. Dilute 25 – 50 ml of MAXX Indur2 in 10 L water depending on the level of soiling.

3. Wipe the floor with microfibre mop.

4. No rinsing required.

1. Check hygiene plan for detailed use information.

2. Dilute 25 - 50 ml of MAXX Indur2 in 500 ml water into a MAXX Indur2 refill bottle or directly in the spray system  
of the machine.

3. Spray on the floor over approximately 2 m2 at a time and polish with a high-speed single disc machine with an 
appropriate pad until clean and dry.


